Update

Temporarily removing fix to Local Holding Records duplicate lines of availability when textual holding pairs are used

In this release we will be removing a fix that was part of the May 2019 WorldCat Discovery release, that fixed an issue some users experience when using textual holding pairs in the following fields.

- 866/876
- 867/877
- 868/878
- 865/878

This fix inadvertently caused other display issues. This issue and others will be worked on for inclusion in an upcoming release. We apologize for any confusion this may have caused.

New content

This is a list of new databases added to WorldCat Discovery, WorldCat Local and WorldCat.org since our last update.

You can enable these databases as search options in the Licensed Content and Databases module of the OCLC Service Configuration site. Please remember that your library must have a valid subscription to these databases in order to enable them.

Available in WorldCat Discovery, WorldCat Local and WorldCat.org

From Alexander Street

60 Minutes: 1997-2014 - Contains nearly two decades of the television program 60 Minutes with playlist-building functionality and synchronous scrolling transcripts.

Alexander Street Drama – A collection of dramatic texts covering the core works of the Western canon alongside their contemporaries.
Alexander Street Literature – Contains writings of place, gender, and race of interest for students and scholars of literature, history, diversity studies, politics, transatlantic studies, postcolonial history, geography, cultural studies, and anthropology.

America Latina en Video – All titles – Contains original-language documentaries from some of the most important producers and filmmakers in Latin America about Latin American issues such as human rights, violence, immigration, illiteracy, popular culture, and political history.

America Latina en Video - Canada – Contains original-language documentaries from some of the most important producers and filmmakers in Latin America about Latin American issues such as human rights, violence, immigration, illiteracy, popular culture, and political history.

America Latina en Video – China – Contains original-language documentaries from some of the most important producers and filmmakers in Latin America about Latin American issues such as human rights, violence, immigration, illiteracy, popular culture, and political history.

America Latina en Video – Outside North America – Contains original-language documentaries from some of the most important producers and filmmakers in Latin America about Latin American issues such as human rights, violence, immigration, illiteracy, popular culture, and political history.

American Latina en Video – United States – Contains original-language documentaries from some of the most important producers and filmmakers in Latin America about Latin American issues such as human rights, violence, immigration, illiteracy, popular culture, and political history.

Anthropological Fieldwork Online – Contains archival collections from North America, Europe, and Asia Pacific – including key field notebooks, images, and records of the early- to mid-20th century.

Asian Film Online, Volume 1 - Australia - Offers a view of Asian culture as seen through the lens of the independent Asian filmmaker.

Asian Film Online, Volume 1 - Canada - Offers a view of Asian culture as seen through the lens of the independent Asian filmmaker.

Asian Film Online, Volume 1 – Outside North America - Offers a view of Asian culture as seen through the lens of the independent Asian filmmaker.

Asian Film Online, Volume 1 – United States - Offers a view of Asian culture as seen through the lens of the independent Asian filmmaker.

Asian Film Online, Volume 2 – All Titles - Offers a view of Asian culture as seen through the lens of the independent Asian filmmaker and fills in the geographic spaces where Volume 1 left off.

Asian Film Online, Volume 2 - Australia - Offers a view of Asian culture as seen through the lens of the independent Asian filmmaker and fills in the geographic spaces where Volume 1 left off.

Asian Film Online, Volume 2 - Canada - Offers a view of Asian culture as seen through the lens of the independent Asian filmmaker and fills in the geographic spaces where Volume 1 left off.
Asian Film Online, Volume 2 – Outside North America - Offers a view of Asian culture as seen through the lens of the independent Asian filmmaker and fills in the geographic spaces where Volume 1 left off.

Asian Film Online, Volume 2 – United States - Offers a view of Asian culture as seen through the lens of the independent Asian filmmaker and fills in the geographic spaces where Volume 1 left off.

Australasia Literature Online – All titles - Contains poetry and fiction from Indigenous Australians, Maori, and Pacific Islanders. Also includes author interviews, documentaries, scholarly writings, and other related multimedia.

Australasia Literature Online - Canada - Contains poetry and fiction from Indigenous Australians, Maori, and Pacific Islanders. Also includes author interviews, documentaries, scholarly writings, and other related multimedia.

Australasia Literature Online – Outside North America - Contains poetry and fiction from Indigenous Australians, Maori, and Pacific Islanders. Also includes author interviews, documentaries, scholarly writings, and other related multimedia.

Australasia Literature Online – United States - Contains poetry and fiction from Indigenous Australians, Maori, and Pacific Islanders. Also includes author interviews, documentaries, scholarly writings, and other related multimedia.

Australasia Video Online – All Titles – Contains documentary and educational videos from many of Australasia's top video publishers from the mid-20th century to present day.

Australasia Video Online - Australia – Contains documentary and educational videos from many of Australasia's top video publishers from the mid-20th century to present day.

Australasia Video Online - Canada – Contains documentary and educational videos from many of Australasia’s top video publishers from the mid-20th century to present day.

Australasia Video Online – Outside North America – Contains documentary and educational videos from many of Australasia's top video publishers from the mid-20th century to present day.

Australasia Video Online – United States – Contains documentary and educational videos from many of Australasia's top video publishers from the mid-20th century to present day.

Border and Migration Studies Online (Text) – Provides access to video covering worldwide border areas, including: U.S. and Mexico, the European Union, Afghanistan, Israel, Turkey, The Congo, Argentina, China, Thailand, and others.

Border and Migration Studies Online (Video) – All Titles – Provides access to video covering worldwide border areas, including: U.S. and Mexico, the European Union, Afghanistan, Israel, Turkey, The Congo, Argentina, China, Thailand, and others.

Border and Migration Studies Online (Video) - Australia – Provides access to video covering worldwide border areas, including: U.S. and Mexico, the European Union, Afghanistan, Israel, Turkey, The Congo, Argentina, China, Thailand, and others.

Border and Migration Studies Online (Video) - Canada – Provides access to video covering worldwide border
areas, including: U.S. and Mexico, the European Union, Afghanistan, Israel, Turkey, The Congo, Argentina, China, Thailand, and others.

**Border and Migration Studies Online (Video) – Outside North America** – Provides access to video covering worldwide border areas, including: U.S. and Mexico, the European Union, Afghanistan, Israel, Turkey, The Congo, Argentina, China, Thailand, and others.

**Border and Migration Studies Online (Video) – United States** – Provides access to video covering worldwide border areas, including: U.S. and Mexico, the European Union, Afghanistan, Israel, Turkey, The Congo, Argentina, China, Thailand, and others.

**Border and Migration Studies Online (Video) – United States** – Provides access to video covering worldwide border areas, including: U.S. and Mexico, the European Union, Afghanistan, Israel, Turkey, The Congo, Argentina, China, Thailand, and others.

**BroadwayHD Collection** – Provides streaming access to performances of plays and musicals from the New York theatre scene.

**Business Ebooks Online** – Contains textbooks and reference materials in business education.

**Caribbean Studies in Video: The Banyan Archive – All Titles** – Contains music, dance, interviews, cultural programming, and more that has been housed in the Banyan Archives in Trinidad & Tobago for over forty years.

**Caribbean Studies in Video: The Banyan Archive - Australia** – Contains music, dance, interviews, cultural programming, and more that has been housed in the Banyan Archives in Trinidad & Tobago for over forty years.

**Caribbean Studies in Video: The Banyan Archive - Canada** – Contains music, dance, interviews, cultural programming, and more that has been housed in the Banyan Archives in Trinidad & Tobago for over forty years.

**Caribbean Studies in Video: The Banyan Archive – Outside North America** – Contains music, dance, interviews, cultural programming, and more that has been housed in the Banyan Archives in Trinidad & Tobago for over forty years.

**Caribbean Studies in Video: The Banyan Archive – United States** – Contains music, dance, interviews, cultural programming, and more that has been housed in the Banyan Archives in Trinidad & Tobago for over forty years.

**Counseling and Psychotherapy Transcripts, Volume 2** – Features a diverse set of clients, a wide-range of presenting issues, and multiple therapeutic approaches.

**Criminal Justice and Public Safety in Video – All Titles** - A compilation of documentaries, training videos, and interviews visually depicting the theoretical principles and practical application of criminal justice and emergency response.

**Criminal Justice and Public Safety in Video – North America** - A compilation of documentaries, training videos, and interviews visually depicting the theoretical principles and practical application of criminal justice and emergency response.

**Criminal Justice and Public Safety in Video – Outside North America** - A compilation of documentaries, training videos, and interviews visually depicting the theoretical principles and practical application of criminal justice and emergency response.

**Dental Education in Video** - A video encyclopedia of dentistry and dental technique, with access to high-definition
Dutch Newsreels in Video – A collection of Dutch news footage produced during the early twentieth century.

Early Experiences in Australasia: Primary Sources and Personal Narratives - Contains first-person accounts, including letters and diaries, narratives, and other primary source materials from the arrival of the first settlers through to Australian Federation at the close of the 19th century.

Environmental Studies in Video – All Titles - Films covering all realms of environmental studies, particularly ethics, policy, economics, law, sociology, planning, and environmental science.

Environmental Studies in Video - Australia - Films covering all realms of environmental studies, particularly ethics, policy, economics, law, sociology, planning, and environmental science.

Environmental Studies in Video - Canada - Films covering all realms of environmental studies, particularly ethics, policy, economics, law, sociology, planning, and environmental science.

Environmental Studies in Video – Outside North America - Films covering all realms of environmental studies, particularly ethics, policy, economics, law, sociology, planning, and environmental science.

Environmental Studies in Video – United States - Films covering all realms of environmental studies, particularly ethics, policy, economics, law, sociology, planning, and environmental science.

Fashion Studies Online: The Videofashion Library – Includes video of nearly forty years of worldwide fashion shows, designer profiles, documentary segments, and more.

Health and Society in Video – All Titles - Contains documentaries, profiles, reports, and interviews exploring today's latest medical progress in health and wellness issues and their impact on society.

Health and Society in Video - Australia - Contains documentaries, profiles, reports, and interviews exploring today's latest medical progress in health and wellness issues and their impact on society.

Health and Society in Video - Canada - Contains documentaries, profiles, reports, and interviews exploring today's latest medical progress in health and wellness issues and their impact on society.

Health and Society in Video – Outside North America - Contains documentaries, profiles, reports, and interviews exploring today's latest medical progress in health and wellness issues and their impact on society.

Health and Society in Video – United States - Contains documentaries, profiles, reports, and interviews exploring today's latest medical progress in health and wellness issues and their impact on society.

Human Resource Management Online (text) - Contains textbooks, cases from well-known case providers, sample business documents and executive-oriented research reports.

Human Resource Management Online (video) – All Titles – Contains corporate training videos.

Human Resource Management Online (video) - Australia – Contains corporate training videos.

Human Resource Management Online (video) - Canada – Contains corporate training videos.
Human Resource Management Online (video) – Outside North America – Contains corporate training videos.

Human Resource Management Online (video) – United States – Contains corporate training videos.

Illustrated Civil War Newspapers and Magazines – Publications presenting viewpoints of the Union, Confederation, Abolitionist, and British parties during the American Civil War.

Images of the American Civil War – Photographs, posters, and ephemera presenting the dramatic imagery of 19th century Americana from social, military, and political perspectives.

International Business Online (text) – Contains selected primary source documents, including case studies, textbook chapters, research reports, sample business documents, and self-assessments.

International Business Online (Video) – All Titles – Contains corporate training videos and instructional films.

International Business Online (Video) – Australia – Contains corporate training videos and instructional films.

Japanese Newsreels in Video – A collection of broadcasts from Nippon News during WWII.

LGBT Studies in Video – All Titles – A collection of award-winning documentaries, interviews, archival footage, and selected feature films.

LGBT Studies in Video – Australia – A collection of award-winning documentaries, interviews, archival footage, and selected feature films.

LGBT Studies in Video – Canada – A collection of award-winning documentaries, interviews, archival footage, and selected feature films.

LGBT Studies in Video – Outside North America – A collection of award-winning documentaries, interviews, archival footage, and selected feature films.

LGBT Studies in Video – United States – A collection of award-winning documentaries, interviews, archival footage, and selected feature films.

LGBT Thought and Culture – The database is an outline resource hosting books, periodicals, and archival materials documenting LGBT political, social and cultural movements throughout the twentieth century and into the present day.

March of Time – A collection of Time Inc’s film series offering views of significant historical events via newsreel footage.

Medical Imaging in Video – Training videos covering key topics in patient diagnosis and treatment.

Meet the Press – A collection of the network television program, including many episodes not seen since their original broadcast.


New World Cinema: Independent Features & Shorts, 1990-Present – United States – Includes feature films from
leading independent distributors and award-winning short films.

**Nursing Assessment in Video** – Contains a series of assessment videos from Medcom Trainex.

**Oral History Online** – Oral histories of English-speaking men and women from all walks of life.

**Rehabilitation Therapy in Video** – A collection of videos for the study of occupational therapy, physical/physiotherapy, and speech-language pathology.

**Silent Film Online – All Titles** – A collection of films covering silent features, serials, and shorts from the 1890s to the 1930s.

**Silent Film Online - Australia** – A collection of films covering silent features, serials, and shorts from the 1890s to the 1930s.

**Silent Film Online - Canada** – A collection of films covering silent features, serials, and shorts from the 1890s to the 1930s.

**Silent Film Online – United States** – A collection of films covering silent features, serials, and shorts from the 1890s to the 1930s.

**Social Work Online: Text** – A collection of works expanding on the concepts taught across the social work curriculum.

**Social Work Online: Video** – A collection of documentaries and social work training videos.

**The BBC Landmark Video Collection** – A collection of BBC video productions covering topics such as science, natural history, geology, geography, earth science, climate science, environmental science, biology, and more.

**The BBC Video Collection – All Titles** – A collection of the most-viewed BBC films, including documentaries spanning multiple subjects such as history, anthropology, science, religion, health sciences, art, and more.

**The BBC Video Collection - Australia** – A collection of the most-viewed BBC films, including documentaries spanning multiple subjects such as history, anthropology, science, religion, health sciences, art, and more.

**The BBC Video Collection - Canada** – A collection of the most-viewed BBC films, including documentaries spanning multiple subjects such as history, anthropology, science, religion, health sciences, art, and more.

**The BBC Video Collection – Outside North America** – A collection of the most-viewed BBC films, including documentaries spanning multiple subjects such as history, anthropology, science, religion, health sciences, art, and more.

**The BBC Video Collection – United States** – A collection of the most-viewed BBC films, including documentaries spanning multiple subjects such as history, anthropology, science, religion, health sciences, art, and more.

**The Criterion Collection – All Titles** – A collection of the most influential films of the 20th century.

**The Criterion Collection - Canada** – A collection of the most influential films of the 20th century.

**The Criterion Collection – United States** – A collection of the most influential films of the twentieth century.
The PBS Video Collection: Second Edition – All Titles – Another collection of PBS documentaries and series covering topics from science to history, art to Shakespeare, diversity to business & economics, and more.

The PBS Video Collection: Third Edition – All Titles – Another collection of PBS documentaries and series covering topics from science to history, art to Shakespeare, diversity to business & economics, and more.

Twentieth Century Advice Literature – A collection of rare materials including how-to books and guides, professional and employee manuals, society publications and manuals, textbooks, and more.

Available in WorldCat Discovery and WorldCat Local

From Adam Matthew Digital

First World War: A Global Conflict – From personal collections and rare printed material to military files, artwork and audio-visual files, content highlights the experience of soldiers, civilians and governments on both sides of a conflict that shook the world.

Shakespeare’s Globe Archive – From architectural plans to costume designs, prompt books and programmes, the digitized archive of Shakespeare’s Globe offers researchers a comprehensive insight into performance practice in this unique theatre space. Documenting over 200 productions from 1997-2016, this digital collection is a critical resource for the study of Shakespeare, theatre, cultural history and early-modern literature

Important links

Support website(s)

Support information for this product and related products can be found at:

- WorldCat Discovery support documentation
- Contact OCLC Support
- OCLC Community Center
- Browser compatibility chart